Bottom-up forecasting
• Daily, hourly and sub-hourly forecasts
• Bottom-up load and revenue forecasts based on service dates, usage history, and product types for each individual account, service location or meter
• Tabular and graphical reports by commodity, market, product type, hedging strategy, balancing group
• Drill in to individual account level forecasts or metered data
• Stress test forecasts using multiple weather scenarios
Load profiling and meter aggregation
• Create dynamic load profiles from sample meters or historical load
• Validation and estimation of missing load
• Profile and aggregate load using a variety of load profile methodologies (proxy day, dynamic load profiling, and weather-based regression modeling)
• Report forecast, estimated and final metered volumes
Scheduling and energy accounting
• User-defined formulas for aggregation and allocation of generation and transmission meter data
• Validation of meter data using multiple sources
Supply management and position reporting
• Deal capture of physical power and gas supply deals
• Graphical short and long-term position reports by market location and trading period
Complex billing
• Wholesale customer, supplier, and large complex contract bill processing
• Standard generation and transmission rate types and a user-defined formula editor
• APIs for down-stream integration to corporate financial systems
System configuration and automation
• Role-based security
• Audit-trail and process log
• Configurable user interface tailored to your local business processes -The industry's most comprehensive solution for retail energy markets.
Retail Operations offers a single platform for utility data management, customer contract management, bottom-up forecasting, load profiling, meter aggregation and retail position reporting.
KEY CAPABILITIES

Mitigate demand uncertainty
• Manage dynamic portfolios of retail contracts including demand response and distributed energy resources (DER)
• Minimize exposure to spot market and balancing energy costs 
